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You know, I wouldn't be excited to write again about this without seeing another recycled Twitter
thread. This time is all about monetizing your website.

https://twitter.com/Eng_khairallah1/status/1497948958177607682?t=yyvoQeV8Ct31tm5uscjJtw&s
=19

Oh wait, someone else just coined a better term to describe these "Recycled Developers". It's
"Codefluencers"!

https://youtu.be/_k-F-MMvQV4

Of course, there should be a proof that the Twitter post has been algorithmed, right? Here we are,
straight from alt1e's Twitter account!

https://reinhart1010.id/blog/2022/06/07/the-recycled-verse
http://twitter.com/alterine0101


Now, we're not going to judge this thread for quality; most of us know that even YouTubers and
Instagram influencers have done affiliate links, ads, endorsements, ebooks, online classes, and art
commissions as well, which are the main points discussed on that Twitter thread.

But what makes me surprised here is how these people actually react to the thread, and who they are.

During my first research for The Recycled Developer™, I have seen many similar accounts who post
these threads and replied to everyone who thank for them. You know, I mean these kind of replies:

Thank you for sharing this post.
(Mentioning a bot account) save this thread, please!
Wow! These top 10 VS Code Extensions are really cool!

And expected, that Twitter thread gained these kinds of replies, too. Here are some of them:

Great tips, Khairallah!1.
Nice thread khairallah � You every time provide valuable information in your thread � Thanks �2.
This thread is so helpful brother!��3.
Very useful thread! Thank you for sharing Khairallah.4.
It would help definitely, man. �5.
�� (flying rocket emoji)6.

https://reinhart1010.id/blog/2022/02/20/the-recycled-developer/


It's really helpful! Thanks for sharing :)7.
Mind-blowing thread��8.
Amazing thread Khairallah ��9.
Very helpful ��10.

Now yes, I'm arranging these comments in numerical order. And apparently, there is one nasty truth
about these replies. I looked at each of the reply authors and surprisingly found out that:

Recycled developers love recycled developers!? �

Here's a fair warning: this post contains a lot of Twitter embeds. I don't have any other choice but to
prove that such replies, authors, and recycled threads existed on Twitter.

If you're on desktop or tablet, you'll see 2 colunns: left for who replied to the above thread and right
for their own recycled content.

Just to be safe, try visiting this page in Private Browsing / Incognito as you might already mute or
block some of these accounts.

Okay so here comes the truth...

Reply #1: Great tips, Khairallah!

https://twitter.com/AatifSohel/status/1497951979632422913?s=20&t=cbfckA8SaZbKYTgg7hIgNQ
https://twitter.com/AatifSohel/status/1474024692491161615?s=20&t=RuOY8ohSFP9osPJFvtmOB
Q

Reply #2: Nice thread khairallah � You every time provide valuable information in
your thread � Thanks �

https://twitter.com/hii_Mohit/status/1497952186378063875?s=20&t=cbfckA8SaZbKYTgg7hIgNQ
https://twitter.com/hii_Mohit/status/1497921561688297472?s=20&t=sGg1tAOqHoHW6UK68tZ6W
g

Oh wait, so these people really want to hustle on more projects, huh?

Reply #3: This thread is so helpful brother!��

https://twitter.com/ighmaz_js/status/1497997628885266434?s=20&t=cbfckA8SaZbKYTgg7hIgNQ
https://twitter.com/ighmaz_js/status/1495343999955402753?s=20&t=0hG_ABezV3M4UvRG40ZKi
w

Reply #4: Very useful thread! Thank you for sharing Khairallah.

https://twitter.com/BasRash_/status/1497959453546663940?s=20&t=cbfckA8SaZbKYTgg7hIgNQ
https://twitter.com/BasRash_/status/1496779801998278657?s=20&t=EAPPobtmhV7XNf0MJalmJ
g

https://reinhart1010.id/blog/2022/02/20/the-recycled-developer/


Reply #5: It would help definitely, man. �

https://twitter.com/swapnakpanda/status/1497953634604437511?s=20&t=cbfckA8SaZbKYTgg7hI
gNQ
https://twitter.com/swapnakpanda/status/1497879862840741892?s=20&t=nCwIe2ftWDstzm0mm
4u0UA

Reply #6: �� (flying rocket emoji)

https://twitter.com/arorachakit/status/1497950237067218949?s=20&t=cbfckA8SaZbKYTgg7hIgN
Q
https://twitter.com/arorachakit/status/1495274319966257153?s=20&t=N9u-0g9gC6OiWNi9XCYjK
w

Reply #7: It's really helpful! Thanks for sharing :)

https://twitter.com/IAyeshaSahar/status/1497999144442646535?s=20&t=cbfckA8SaZbKYTgg7hIg
NQ
https://twitter.com/IAyeshaSahar/status/1497221001725231122?s=20&t=Lr3l6X7ITlcHG9UKIdhm9A

Reply #8: Mind-blowing thread��

https://twitter.com/iamtanbirr/status/1498015231917772800?s=20&t=ppPGxaZ33b582jc51jx67w
https://twitter.com/iamtanbirr/status/1497625025519751168?s=20&t=ogN7WHZ2EXpPqNz64THzP
Q

Reply #9: Amazing thread Khairallah ��

https://twitter.com/ANoorTM/status/1497982987119611905?s=20&t=ppPGxaZ33b582jc51jx67w
https://twitter.com/ANoorTM/status/1497542073989353477?s=20&t=_4NwNMqK4NRWUGCwb8A
ouw

Reply #10: Very helpful ��

https://twitter.com/codewithhajra/status/1498005374095425537?s=20&t=ppPGxaZ33b582jc51jx6
7w
https://twitter.com/codewithhajra/status/1497816893813526535?s=20&t=ppPGxaZ33b582jc51jx67
w

Each thread is a rocket launch.

What can be learned from above? I thought these developers would also be bored with each other's
recycled content, but then, I was wrong.

In fact, many other threads including this and this have similar responses and accounts who
responded to them.

Recycled developers really love to live with recycled developers. Every single thread posted on
Twitter feels like another successful rocket launch. And today, recycled developers are now
becoming another huge community on Twitter. And yes, Twitter's still fertilizing their growth.

https://twitter.com/marmooznet/status/1494389027818000402?s=21
https://twitter.com/edemgold1/status/1495005190562402305?s=21


https://twitter.com/internetofbits/status/1411565858216833030?s=20&t=ppPGxaZ33b582jc51jx67
w

Oh wait, what! Someone actually stole a public Instagram photo for the sake of engagement? You
know, that "Greatest artists copy, then paste." thing?

40 Data Structure Resources vs 40 Hacking Lessons.

I stated before that Twitter is simply a tool primarily for social networking, not showcasing your
actual programming skills. That's still correct, and that's why platforms such as StackOverflow and
HackerRank exist for that reason:

https://twitter.com/reinhart1010/status/1501024409213353985?s=21

But then I missed one more point: Twitter is a microblogging platform where each post is limited to
280 characters. I mean, look! We're all grown up from the original 140 character limit, right?

I wrote on my previous post that these recycled developers, aka. "influencers", often recommend
(random) things without experience. But how does a thread fit into this category? Are there any
criteria to make these long threads even more useful to read?

Okay, so, this thread is all about (throwing a random set of) 40 resources to learn data structures and
algorithms:

https://twitter.com/swapnakpanda/status/1494562273066508289?s=20&t=NBAIeisVl_B-EMsCvUY
LsQ

But then Anonymous throwed a really, really long thread about hacking and cybersecurity, and I see
there are more than 40 things or "lessons" they have mentioned:

https://twitter.com/youranonnews/status/1442041601581363201?s=21

Can you see the great difference? Each post on the latter thread is aided with things which further
explains each of the things they mentioned. Either that's a funny XKCD comic about things, another
link to another post/thread, or practically any pictures, videos, and links which are worth reading.

You know, a picture is worth a thousand words, so why not utilize that magic to make your theads
even more useful and interesting to read?

Another example here is all about all the stereotypes when it comes to explaining what the heck is the
so-called "web3":

https://twitter.com/mishadavinci/status/1520758283073515520?s=21&t=mQ8wjPgWCcf92WU0ez
gn_g

I personally liked this thread better, despite just throwing another set of YouTube videos which you
can just search yourself — on YouTube! Each post of the thread is filled with a short introduction to
the topics discussed. So again, these kinds of threads are way better than the case of data structure
resources.

https://twitter.com/swapnakpanda/status/1494562305534840843?s=20&t=NBAIeisVl_B-EMsCvUY



LsQ

Oh wait, WHAT!? That data structure superman hosted a Twitter Space!? Let's listen what would
happen inside a Twitter space hosted by a recycled developer. Oh, I mean, codefluencer.

Inside a codefluencer's Twitter Space.

This Twitter Space has been listened by 1.5K people (at the time of this writing). So, that would be
interesting right?

But no. No, really, this Space is only 5 minutes long. But well, it can still contain some useful info,
right?

After painstakingly listening to the recording of this Space, I hear nothing but white noise. Well, it
seems that the influencer failed to do so, but wait! He didn't just give up and created another space
on the other day!

https://twitter.com/swapnakpanda/status/1495315971438874628?t=P3kLBm8VnuHsJB7-d4HCHw
&s=19

Now, what is actually being discussed here? Sure, the developer in question recites his experience on
early programming journey and motivation. But then, the developer jumped straight into discussing
"tutorial hell" without explicitly mentioning "tutorial hell" on this Twitter Space.

Note that I don't have much experience in hosting Twitter Spaces. But I believe that these three
specific questions:

How to start?
Where to start?
What to start?

are too broad for such a new developer to grasp. At the end, the world of software engineering and
computer science will be split into many different, evergreen paths. We have seen the growth of
AI, mobile apps, websites, cloud computing, and others over the last decade. They are all different
paths, but still growing.

Hey, he just said "programming", not "software engineering".

Sure, programming and software engineering are different. But again, through the three questions,
one can start programming for:

get to the final boss in Codingame
get off from Texas Instruments calculators and solve exotic math problems
just want to create a gallery website
pushing Scratch beyond its limits
play with old hardware
joining the ranks of ICPC

and the list goes on.

Unfortunately, codefluencers like this are heavily focused on building webapps, Python scripts, and

https://twitter.com/i/spaces/1YpJkZegbNwGj?s=20
https://mobile.twitter.com/swapnakpanda/status/1495315971438874628?t=P3kLBm8VnuHsJB7-d4HCHw&s=19
https://www.codingame.com/start
https://scratch.mit.edu
https://icpc.foundation


cloud computing containers (Docker, Kubernetes). One does not simply thread "Top 10 Arduino
sensors" to be viral. Or "Follow me for more Scratch tips". Or "I made into the ICPC final round in
just 3 months; here's how I did it" thing.

Oh, and this tweet reminds me of a specific website which generates a lot of keywords in which if you
put it in your email messages, 90% of email providers will flag your message as spam.

https://twitter.com/_ronnieTech/status/1504727878151602178?t=fSRzWDxvgMPKEcZsgHD0yw&s
=19

And last... a contradiction.

I really love to see a nice contradiction between two recycled developers sharing their interests in
Web3. One developer told you to stop wasting money on Web3 courses and bootcamps:

https://twitter.com/web3oscar/status/1522573359837597697?s=21&t=dNtC7itc1gNRDty2w3UyaA

However, another developer threaded another list of 24 quick Web3 resources followed with an
offering to enroll in a $1,250 (previously $985) online course made by herself. As a comparison, the
original iPhone X was sold starting from $999!

https://twitter.com/mishadavinci/status/1508065733082685443?s=21&t=dNtC7itc1gNRDty2w3Uya
A

...in which Nader Dabit called this course as bullshit:

https://twitter.com/dabit3/status/1508186230437072909?s=21&t=dNtC7itc1gNRDty2w3UyaA

Of course, this course is bullshit. No, not because the price tag, not the recycled thread itself, but
because of the author's actual education and job experience which doesn't show anything related to
computer science!

https://straight2spam.xyz/
https://maven.com/misha-da-vinci/become-a-web3-leader
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mishadavinci
https://www.linkedin.com/in/mishadavinci




How important are these codefluencers, anyway?

Many codefluencers feel that posting threads this way means more engagement, and that's
important for them. But for us, the experienced developers, we are already fed up with the threads
and now what? Twitter's fertilizing their growth?

Now, a simple test to determine whether you're one of those experienced developers is well, looking
at your list of muted words. If that list includes "�", "99.9(%)", "thread", or even "web3", then you're
certainly be one who really cares about your productivity.

The most important skill I learnt is how to Google things and figure things out fast. If
you always ask other people how to do stuff you'll never learn that skill. There's a lot of
power in being able to operate autonomously and independent, it makes you an original
person which increases the odds of you coming up with great ideas.

"Why I'm unreachable and maybe you should be too" -  https://levels.io/contact/

After all, the most important skill in the tech world isn't all about trying out each new hot thing as
mentioned on those Twitter threads. But it's all about choosing the right solution for the right
problem.

The most important part in programming is writing codes, not threads, and to solve real-world
problems, not solving your identity crisis over Twitter. Writing this blog post is also a waste of time,
and I'll probably not to do it again without such a compelling reason.

I'm done, I guess...

It seems that we have a true, direct competitor of meritocracy in tech career. As Fireship stated on
that video,

"... and he (codefluencer) just landed a better paying job than you because he mastered
the art of virtue signalling, and that's what we called a good culture fit."

What's virtue signalling, again? Let me consult the Urban Dictionary for that...

https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/advanced-twitter-mute-options
https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/advanced-twitter-mute-options
https://levels.io/contact/
https://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=virtue%20signalling


One of my best definitions of virtue signalling

Oh, right? Is this that kind of urge to tweet pointless things like this?

https://twitter.com/Rishabh07147212/status/1533456427309666304?s=20&t=5PjhYtYpsVjcANfT5
Dwc1A

...or this?

https://twitter.com/andrew_cryton/status/1319882864771670018?s=20&t=5PjhYtYpsVjcANfT5Dwc
1A

Anyway...

https://twitter.com/divya_raichura/status/1490735243955179524?s=20&t=5PjhYtYpsVjcANfT5Dwc
1A

Alright this seems to be another mission to save beginners from the wrath of information overload
made by Twitter codefluencers, by giving a better solution rather than recycling content.

Let's get some coffee first. Are you ready, Nate?




